Maskon’s Spoon Applicator can apply up to 300 spoons/minute and works in-line with the filling/packing system.

maskon spoon applicator

– robust in-line spoon applicator for dual cavity cups
Maskon Spoon Applicator is developed specifically for double cavity cups, and is fully automated for efficient operation in-line with the filling/packing system. The unit is robustly built, and is designed to satisfy
the hygienic standards of the food industry. Maskon Spoon Applicator is currently in use at a number of
leading Norwegian and European food companies.
The Maskon Spoon Applicator has a proven record of reliability trough more than ten years of use. The system is installed
and in full operation at TINE, Norway (several sites), Nortura,
Norway, Arla, Denmark and TMC, Ireland.

control and quality
Each applied spoon is camera controlled, and rejected cups is
discharged. A progressive screw system ensures a controlled
feed of cups. The system is easily operated trough at touch
screen operator panel. Except the refilling of spoons and glue,
the machine runs unattended under normal operation.
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Feeding speed on conveyor belt up to 35 meters/minute.

compact, tried and tested solution

Spoon added between chambers. Each applied
spoon is camera controlled, and rejected cups are
discharged.

The system has been thoroughly tested with several years of operation,
and is highly reliable and accurate. The compact design makes it easy to
find a space for it. The machine is easy to operate from its clearly laid out
operator panel, and the stainless steel/aluminium finish makes it robust
and hygienic. The Maskon Spoon Applicator can be fitted to suit specific
customers needs, and operates with feeding direction from right to left or
left to right. A unit for spoon application on the top of cups is also available.

Technical data
Capacity

Approx. 300 cups/min

Width:

1920 mm

Length:

1480 mm

Height:

2460 mm

Potential
difference:

230 VAC 3-phase
+ N 50 Hz

Control voltage:

24 VDC

Power
consumption:

16A

Air pressure:

7 bar

Air consumption:

ca 10 l/min
The small camber of the cup is tilted up by a guiding-mechanism and the
hot-melt glue and spoon are added. The hot-melt system is designed for
food industry environments.

Maskon is a Norwegian company that specialises in planning, designing and manufacturing specialist industrial machinery,
robots and automation systems. Material handling and vision-based technology are two of our core areas. We operate in a
variety of fields, from pure consultancy projects to turn-key solutions.
Landteknikk AS is a shareholder in Maskon AS, and is also a key partner for the development of major/ integrated solutions
for the food industry.
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